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On June 2nd by H.C. (July 20th), there was a special lecture by Rev. Hyung Jin Moon in the middle of 

'the special education for the blessed families from whole world' in Cheonju Chung Pyung workshop 

center. 

 

 
 

The special lecture conducted by Dr. Joon Ho Seuk, international vice president, as a M.C. had around 

1,700 trainees participated and it was followed by the report prayer by Rev. Otsuka, the continental 

director of Africa, flower presentation by Rev. Koay Seng Yeog, the national director of Malaysia and 

Ms. Harumi Tomita, the wife of former national director of Thailand, and the special lecture by Rev. 

Hyung Jin Moon, the international president. 

 

 



 

Rev. Hyung Jin Moon spoke about MMA, which he has recently been training for, through the special 

lecture. He said that MMA training is ordered directly by True Father and True Father is interested in it, 

and he explained MMA with personal demonstration to trainees. Then, he emphasized that we have to be 

strong Abel and strong Unificationists and be able to protect own self, family, and even nation through 

the strong form, and in order to deal with and protect from the foreign invasion, a form of a strong nation 

has to be prepared. 

 

 
 

The special lecture of about three hours by Rev. Hyung Jin Moon stressed out over and over again that we 

have to understand correctly about the Freedom Society to build Cheon Il Guk with the form of strong 

Abel and we have to make Chen Il Guk on this land when True Father lives on earth. Lastly, Rev. Dong 

Mo Shin, the continental director of South America, led three cheers of Eok Mansei and the special 

lecture by Rev. Hyung Jin Moon was finished. 

 

The 'special education for blessed families from whole world' which started from May 27 by H.C. will be 

run through June 7 by H.C. mainly with Principle Ontology. 

 

 

 


